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Abstract
Based on 64 definitions of critical thinking in the recent study, it can be concluded that scholars take judgment,
argument, questioning, information processing, problem solving, meta-cognition, skill and disposition as the
nature of critical thinking. Scholar’s disciplinary background directly affect their opinions of critical thinking,
interdisciplinary research should be paid more attention to promote the development of critical thinking.
Keywords: critical thinking, the nature of critical thinking, discipline
1. Introduction
Although most scholars agree that the improvement of the critical thinking is an important educational objective,
they often disagree on exactly what critical thinking is (Bensley, 2011). The thought of critical thinking came
from the Greek philosopher Socrates (469-399 B. C.), developing a special kind of dialogue that used reasoning
to examine opinions, because he emphasized reflection on the quality of the belief and thinking (Ennis, 1987;
Paul, 1993). In fact, this is scholar’s inference. In all the works, Socrates didn’t refer to the term “critical
thinking”. Goodwin Watson and E. M. Glaser did it in 1941, published the Watson-Glaser Tests of Critical
Thinking. They try to product a definition of critical thinking. After more than three decades of discussions about
the critical thinking, scholars paid too much attention to critical thinking. As of July 4, 2014, google scholar lists
some 3330, 000 titles and Amazon.com lists 47, 434 titles on critical thinking. It is a truth that critical thinking is
an unquestionable good for university, college student, even every a citizen. Although we all agree that critical
thinking is an important element of Western thought, even traceable to Socrates, scholars have battled over
whether the Left or Right critical thinking, based on their understanding.
Almost every famous scholar has a definition of critical thinking (e.g. , Beyer, 1995; Chance, 1986; Dong, 2012;
Ennis, 1987; Facial, 2008; Fisher, 2001; Alpenhorn, 1998; Johnson, 1993; Kurfiss, 1988; Lipman, 1991; Paul,
1999, 2006; Scriven, 2000; Zhang, 1989; Zhu, 2002). Glaser thought critical thinking invovled certain attuides
(Glaser, 1941); Robert Ennis defined critical thinking as “reasonable, reflective thinking focused on deciding
what to believe or do ” (Ennis, 1987), it was thought of following up Dewey who introduced the term “reflective
thinking”; APA Delphi Panel acknowledged that critical thinking is related to problem solving, decision making
and creative thinking (Facione, 1990). As every coin has both sides, an abundance of research makes a better
understanding of the critical thinking; at the same time, because of persistent complaints from those working in
various disciplines about the need to refine its conceptualization (e.g. Bensely, 2009; Cody, 2006; Johnson, 1992;
Petris, 2004; Riddell, 2007; Williams & Worth, 2001), disagreements about the nature of critical thinking
continue. As the review above suggest, critical thinking remains a construct in transition, in need of future
integration of concepts from philosophy, psychology, education and other disciplines (Bensely, 2011).
2. Method
Content analysis is classified statistics with using the quantitative and descriptive explanation according to these
categories of digital. Content analysis was employed in this study. So, firstly, 64 classic and typical definitions of
critical thinking were collected by in Chinese and English dictionary, academic journal, report, dissertation and
so on. Secondly, according to nature of every definition, discipline, the time of appearance, these definitions
were encoded and classified. The nature of critical thinking was divided into seven items, they were judgment,
argument, questioning, problem solving, information processing, meta-cognitive, skill and disposition; according
to Chinese discipline- standard, we have thirteen disciplines; the time of appearance was from 1941 to 2013. In
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1941, the ffirst definitionn appeared. In 2014, we didnn’t find any deefinition of crittical thinking. Thirdly, accorrding
to every ittem above, if the
t definition had the item, it would be reecorded by “1””. At last, madde a total and form
charts. Forrth, interpret fiigures.
3. Results
3.1 The Naature of Criticaal Thinking
Most schoolars have diffferent definitioons of critical thinking; the nature of crittical thinking also is differe
ent in
their opiniions. The natuure of somethinng is its basic quality or chaaracter. In a deefinition, theree is one or two
o key
words cann embody the nature
n
of it. Soo, there must be key words of the nature of critical thinnking. In Soca
ates’s
and Doweey’s opinions, the nature of critical thinkiing is “reflectiion on the quaality and relieff”. However, Plato
(428-347 B
B.C.) and Arisstotle (384-3222 B.C.) emphasized “syllogisstic reasoning””, “dialectic” aand “art of thin
nking”
on the impportance of criitical thinkingg. In the Nineteenth Centuryy, Kant (1724-1804) thoughtt that the source of
the knowlledge could innfluence on thhe critical thinnking. At the Twentieth of Century, Sum
mner discussed
d the
importancee of “critical habit”.
h
In a worrd, the focus oon critical thinkking is differennt.
Figure 1 ggives us a cleaar description of the nature of critical thinnking. The keey words of thhe nature of crritical
thinking are “judgmeent”, “argum
ment”, “questiioning”, “prooblem solvinng”, “informaation processsing”,
“meta-coggnitive”, “skill and dispositiion”. In all off the nature off definition, thhere is 19 aboout “judgmentt”. In
another w
word, the numbber of judgmeent is the mostt. The numberr of “skill andd disposition”,, “meta-cognittive”,
“argumentt”, “problem soolving”, “inforrmation processing”, “questioning” in turnn is 10, 9, 7, 77, 6, 6. The number
of the natuure questioningg and “informaation processinng” is the leastt. Except the nnumber of the nnature of judgm
ment,
there is noot too much diifference amonng the other naature. This figuure give us a sshock, it madee us think overr that
why the m
most number off the nature is jjudgment.

Figure 1.. The number oof the nature oof critical thinkking
mation processsing,
Note: J--- judgment, A--argument,, Q--questionning, PS--prooblem solvingg, IS--inform
M--meta-coognition, SD--skkill and dispositiion

3.2 The Diisciplines of Critical
C
Thinkinng

Figuure 2. The discciplines of critiical thinking
Scholar’s discipline knoowledge directtly what they uunderstand thee critical thinkking. Scholars, from the Greek to
the moderrn society, from
m the famous Socrates to naameless personn, discussed thhe topic of criitical thinking with
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discipline knowledge. Inn the ancient society, most of them are pphilosopher. Inn modern socciety, the discipline
states of sccholars becom
me more and moore complicateed. They are psychologists, ssociologists, edducators and so on.
Most of thhem have multiple disciplinees background,, such as John Dewey who iss philosopher aand educator, Peter
Facione w
who is psychollogists and edducator, even A
Aristotle whosse works conttain more thann three discipllines,
including physics, metaaphysics, poeetry (includingg drama), muusic, biology, animal science, logic, pollitics,
governmennt, and ethics.
In figure 22, 23.50% of thhe definition ddoes not have a clear discipliine; 40. 60% oof the definitioon belongs to logic;
25% of thhe definition belongs
b
to psyychology; 10. 9% of the deefinition belonngs to educatiion. Among of the
discipliness, logic is much more than otther disciplinees. Why so muuch of the definnitions of criticcal thinking be
elong
to logic? T
That is a provooking question..
3.3 The Tim
me of Appearaance of Criticaal Thinking
The criticaal thinking cam
me from Socrattes. It does nott mean that Soocrates is the fiirst person whoo started to stu
udy it.
In fact, Gooodwin Watsoon and E. M. Glaser did. Thhey have the first definitionn of critical thhinking, it inclluded
three partss: the first, a deeep thinking atttitude to probllems appearingg in the scope of human experience; the se
econd,
the knowledge of a logiical questioninng and inferennce method; (33) using the loogical questionning and reaso
oning
skills. Thee development trend of the deefinition of criitical thinking is neither up nnor down; it alw
ways changes from
1941 to 20013 in figure 3.
3 There are seeven definitionns of critical thhinking in 20022. It is the biggest number. From
F
1988 to 20013, every yearr at least has oone definition oof critical thinking. Howeveer, at the same period, the number
of critical thinking has been over seeveral hundredds of million. Although thee study of thee nature of crritical
thinking iss a hard work,, scholars neveer stop studyinng the nature oof critical thinnking. The studdy of the natu
ure of
critical thiinking is a haard work. Bassed on the datta from line cchart, it can bbe concluded the number of the
definition of critical thinnking will not ggo beyond 10 iin the followinng year.

Figure 33. The time of appearance off critical thinkiing
4. Discusssion and Recommendation
This paperr has focused on
o three aspectts of the definiition of criticall thinking. It ooffers several ssignificance; firstly,
it contribuutes to the natuure of critical thhinking. This study makes cclear that schollars often use ““judgment” in their
definition of critical thinnking. Criticaal thinking is jjudged in term
ms of how welll it reaches certain standard
ds or
criteria forr what is connsidered soundd or good crittical thinkers ((Bensely, 2011). Reflectionn on the quality of
thinking inn relation to crriteria and stanndards is impoortant to self --correction in ccritical thinkinng (Lipman, 1991).
Every sortt of nature of the
t definition of critical thinnking emphasiized different ffocus. Which is on earth the
e real
nature of ccritical thinkinng, among the judgment, arggument, questiooning, informaation processinng, meta-cognition,
problem soolving and “skkill and disposiition”. It will bbe worth studyying.
Secondly, there are diffeerent natures ddue to the authhor from the ddifferent discipplines. It has a direct relation
nship
between ddiscipline and the
t nature of crritical thinkingg, even in two sorts of the naature of criticaal thinking. Halpern
(2007) whho is a psychoologist has inccluded skills ffor problem soolving, decisioon making, annd creativity in
n his
definition of critical thinnking. In contrrast, Ennis whoo is a philosoppher listed no sskills for the ddefinition of crritical
thinking. JJudgment is onne of the threee forms of thinnking in formaal logic. Argum
ment is from iinformal logic, it is
the main ccontent of info
formal logic (X
Xiong, 2006). The developm
ment of the innformal logic m
movement in logic
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commonly associated with critical thinking has focused on teaching people to reason well and to identify
fallacies in natural language discourse (Emeren, 1996).
The last one, but the most important one is interdisciplinary research of nature of critical thinking. Scholars from
different disciplines often have the same topic of the nature of critical thinking, but the difference is that they
employed different perspectives or methods, and they have different conclusions. The most obvious example is
APA Delphi panel, composed mostly of philosophers, thought that critical thinking is related to problem solving,
decision making, and creative thinking like Halpern (Facione, 1990) Philophers and educators usually
recommend students, especially college students follow certain principles and rules to produce thinking that meet
prescribed standards while psychologists take a descriptive approach when scientifically studying how people
think, sometimes investigating how well people can use the rules of reasoning and documenting their thinking
errors in relation to norms (Galotti, 1989). It concluded that philosophers and educators pay more attention to
what people will follow when they think and psychologists emphasized on how people think. These selective
definitions of critical thinking show that most of the authorities agree that critical thinking involves certain skills,
especially skills for reasoning well. In a word, many philosophers, educators and psychologists agree that
acquiring critical thinking skill is important to the definition of critical thinking, but disagreements multiply
when those definitions of critical thinking seek to identify specific skills that should be part of a critical thinker’s
skill set (Bailin, 1999).
Although the number of the research of critical thinking is so tremendous, the critical thinking especially is still
paid more and more attention and the present study has come out with a number of recommendations.
First, the nature of critical thinking should be thought as the most important and at the heart of all the research.
Second, setting up an organization of interdisciplinary research of critical thinking and recruiting the scholars
who has multi-disciplinary background to research in critical thinking. They should do interdisciplinary research
of the nature of critical thinking and others.
Third, the organization of interdisciplinary research should provide help in promoting the research of critical
thinking in different countries all over the world.
5. Conclusion
The tremendous number of critical thinking has confused students, teachers and instructors. So, it is an eager
need to study the nature by the definition of critical thinking. Based on 64 definitions of critical thinking in the
recent study, it can be concluded that scholars take judgment, argument, questioning, information processing,
problem solving, meta-cognition, skill and disposition as the nature of critical thinking. Scholar’s disciplinary
background directly affect their opinions of critical thinking, interdisciplinary research should be paid more
attention to promote the development of critical thinking.
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